Anza-Borrego Desert State Park

To the first-time visitor, the space, the light and the silence of Anza-Borrego Desert State Park can be aston-ishing. But the flat horizons mean freedom, the clear light means seeing an adventure, and the silence speaks solitude and peace. Anza Borrego, California's largest state park, is a treasury of wildlife and plants, and provides a refuge for the more than a thousand species of people and animals that live within a few hours' drive. The park's importance as a protected refuge becomes greater each year.

Today, from its underground visitor center to its highest pine-clad peaks, Anza Borrego Desert State Park shines as a model of the diversity of life and terrain that makes this 560,000 acre desert park one of the richest liv- ing environments in the country. Almost one million visitors every year enjoy the high-overlook, palm groves, open camp- ing, and breathtaking vistas of Anza Borrego.

Recent discoveries in the park include flash floods, rains of early man, new rare species of reptiles, and

Point of Interest

VISITOR CENTER

An excellent place to begin your park visit. Maps, books, exhibits, and slides of the park's features are open to you. Your ticket to enjoy one of the larger state parks. This site is midpoint on the park and the Associated Desert Naturalists Association, a volunteer group that helps make the park a better place. The building was designed to be built with the environment in mind.


BORREGO PALM CANYON

Located one mile south of the Visitor Center, Palm Canyon Gorge provides a beautiful view of the park. This is a spot to watch for signs of the desert tortoise. The park hosts open house at the Borrego Palms Interpretive Center, a wonderful place to learn about the local flora and fauna.

COYOTE POINT

Famous for its sandstone, desert, and bird watching. The park is covered with birds and is home to the endangered burrowing owl. Many birds can be found here. The park is a popular destination for hikers and bird watchers. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset.

FONT'S POINT

Breaks up into numerous small peaks and ridges. The peaks are covered with sand and rocks and are home to the endangered burrowing owl. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset.

SPITZ MOUNTAIN

Rammed up on the northern slopes of the San Ysidro Mountains. The park is covered with sand and rocks and is home to the endangered burrowing owl. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset.

MOUNTAIN PALM BALEADS

A cluster of several groups of native California Kit foxes on the slopes of the San Ysidro Mountains. The park is covered with sand and rocks and is home to the endangered burrowing owl. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset.

CARRIZO BALLEADS OVERLOOK

On County Highway S 2 just a few miles west of the park. The rest of the view is covered with sand and rocks and is home to the endangered burrowing owl. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset.

Wildflowers

One of the most popular attractions in Anza-Borrego is the spring wildflower bloom, because even the dirt is carpeted with color—the blanket of daisies that blanket the hillsides with their white daisy petals. The park is covered with sand and rocks and is home to the endangered burrowing owl. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset. The park is open to the public from sunrise to sunset.

Rules and Regulations

Vehicle restrictions are responsible for limiting the size and scale of parking areas and providing a safer environment for visitors. Some of the rules include:

Natural and Cultural Features

All features are protected. Nothing may be removed from sites of display. This includes rock, sand, soil, mineral, reptile, animal, and idiot.

CAMPFIRE

Firepits are on the ground. Use the firepits provided. Do not create your own. Do not use firepits to store equipment or gear.

CAMPERS

Firepits are on the ground. Use the firepits provided. Do not create your own. Do not use firepits to store equipment or gear.
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Dogs

Firepits are on the ground. Use the firepits provided. Do not create your own. Do not use firepits to store equipment or gear.